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Welcome!  This is the first sewing tutorial in a series of four where we will 

make a felt “We’re Grillin’” set.  Play food is a great beginner’s sewing 

project and can be altered to make food as simple or as fancy as you’d like.   

This tutorial will focus on creating the set with a sewing machine, but you 

could also hand sew the items.  If you don’t sew, you could use felt fabric 

glue to glue the pieces together.  When making felt foods please keep the 

age of the child you’re making the project for in mind.  Children who still put 

things in their mouth should never be given small objects as these would 

pose a choking hazard. 

When making felt food you can use whatever type of felt you desire.  Craft 

felt is easy to work with, cheap and easily obtainable but it will not wear as 

well as wool felt.  Craft felt may get pilly over time, but you can wash it with 

warm soapy water and use a lint shaver to get rid of pills.  If the item 

doesn’t contain a pipe cleaner or glue, you could even run it through the 

washing machine.  

 

Wool felt will wear better and last longer.  If you’re creating something that 

you’d like to pass down from child to child, wool felt is best.  If you plan to 

use wool felt, you may want to first practice on craft felt so you don’t waste 

money on the more expensive stuff.  I typically use eco-fi felt which is made 

of recycled plastic bottles. 

Let’s get started!  You will need the following to create your Felt Hamburger 

and Buns:   

 Brown felt for the hamburger, tan and off-white felt for the buns 

 A small bit of polyfil to stuff the burger and buns 

 Scissors  

 White, black, and brown thread 

 Sewing machine or hand sewing needle 

 The burger and bun template on the next page.  Do not scale the file 

to fit, print as actual size 
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1. We’ll start by cutting 

out all our felt pieces.  I like 

to fold my felt in half, wrong 

sides touching, to cut the 

hamburger and bun so that I 

get two circles that match as 

closely as possible. 

 

 

 

2. You need two brown 

circles for the hamburger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. You’ll need a tan and 

off-white circle for each bun 

side.  I like to stack the colors 

together, wrong sides 

touching, and cut.

 

4. You should 

have two brown circles, 

two tan circles, and two 

off-white circles. 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Now we’re 

going to sew grill marks 

on the right side of 

each bun using black 

thread.  I like to use a 

close zig-zag stitch.  My 

length is set at 1.0 and 

the width at 3.5.  When 

we start to sew, be 

sure to backstitch at 

the beginning and end 

of each grill mark 

securely.  Children will 

be playing with the set 

so we want the stitches 

to be secure.
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6. We want the grill 

marks on our burger to be 

evenly spaced.   I use the 5/8” 

mark on my machine.  Line up 

the edge of the burger to the 

5/8” line for the first mark 

and then line up the previous 

mark with the 5/8” line for 

the next mark.   

 

 

7. You can mark your 

grill marks with chalk before 

starting to sew or use a 

marker on your machine.  

Whatever is easiest for you.  

Remember, it doesn’t have to 

be perfect.

 

8. Make sure you 

sew grill marks on both 

hamburger pieces.  Clip 

your threads. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Now we’re 

going to sew our two 

hamburger pieces 

together to make the 

hamburger!  Lay the 

two pieces together 

right sides facing out 

and pin.
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10. I prefer a three-step 

straight stitch to sew around 

the edge of the hamburger in 

brown thread.  This stitch 

looks likes a straight stitch, 

but has three lines instead of 

one.  The three-step stitch is 

more secure than a straight 

stitch.  If you’re machine 

doesn’t have a three-step 

stitch, you can use a straight 

stitch.  Backstitch or 

reinforcement stitch at the 

beginning and end. 

 

 

 

 

11. I use a fairly small 

seam allowance between 1/8-

1/4”.  Just don’t get so close 

to the edge that you’re 

stitches will rip out.  DON’T 

sew all the way around.

 

12. The burger will 

spin easily around in a 

circle if you place one 

hand in the center to 

guide it around. 

 

 

 

 

13. Stop with your 

needle down in the 

fabric when you get 

about 1-2” from your 

starting stitch.  We need 

to grab some polyfil. 

 

 

 

 

 

14. It doesn’t take 

much polyfil; we just 

want to lightly stuff the 

burger.
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15. Gently stuff the polyfil 

into the opening of your 

burger.  You can use a pencil, 

crochet hook, chopstick, or 

even your scissors to guide 

the polyfil in and evenly 

distribute it. 

 

 

 

16. Finish sewing around 

the burger, backstitching and 

clipping your threads at the 

end.  Set the burger aside.

 

17. We’re going 

to put sesame seeds 

on one of the tan bun 

pieces to make our 

top bun.  To do this 

we’ll be using white 

thread and a triple 

stitch with a shorter 

length of about 1.5.  If 

you don’t have a 

triple stitch you can 

use a straight stitch, 

you will just need to 

go back and forth 

over it several times 

to make sure it is 

strong.  Sesame seeds 

will be short, just a 

few stitches. 

 

18. If your 

machine has an 

adjustable speed, 

choose a slower 

speed to sew the 

sesame seeds.
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19. Sew your first sesame 

seed, doing just 3-4 stitches.  

Backstitch or reinforcement 

stitch at beginning and end.  I 

clip the top threads, but leave 

the bobbin threads as I pick 

my fabric up and move to the 

spot I want my next sesame 

seed. 

 

20. Your seeds can be 

totally random or go in a circle 

around the bun.  Clip top 

threads, move to next spot 

and sew. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

21. Clipping and sewing…

 

22. Round and 

round…  Clip and sew.  

Make sure to put 

some in the middle 

and try a few laying 

the opposite 

direction. 

 

 

23. This is what 

the front of the bun 

piece will look like 

once all the sesame 

seeds are sewn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24. And this is 

your back.  Clip the 

threads on the back, 

or at least those close 

to the edges so they 

won’t stick out when 

we sew the bun 

together.
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25. Place your tan bun 

piece with sesame seeds on 

top of one of your off-white 

bun pieces, wrong sides 

touching (sesame seeds facing 

out).  Pin. 

 

 

 

 

 

26. I’ve used a regular 

length triple stitch to sew 

around the bun.  DO NOT sew 

all the way around. Backstitch 

at beginning and end.  I’ve 

used the same 1/8-1/4” seam 

allowance as I did with the 

hamburger. 

 

 

 

27. Stop with your needle 

down in the fabric when you 

get 1-2” away from your 

starting stitch.  We need to 

stuff the bun.

 

28. You won’t 

need much polyfil, 

just enough to turn 

the flat fabric into a 

bun! 

 

 

 

 

29. Gently stuff 

the polyfil into the 

opening of your bun.  

You can use a pencil, 

crochet hook, 

chopstick, or even 

your scissors to guide 

the polyfil in and 

evenly distribute it. 

 

 

30. Finish sewing 

around the bun, 

backstitching at the 

end and clipping your 

threads.
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31. Final piece!  Pin 

together your remaining tan 

bun piece and off-white bun 

piece with right sides facing 

out. 

 

 

 

 

 

32. We’ll use the same 

triple stitch and seam 

allowance as before.  

Backstitching at beginning 

and end.  DO NOT sew all the 

way around. 

 

 

 

 

 

33. Stop with your 

needle down in the fabric 

when you get 1-2” away from 

your starting stitch.  We need 

to stuff the bun.

 

34. You won’t need 

much polyfil, just 

enough to turn the flat 

fabric into a bun! 

 

 

 

 

 

35. Stuff the bun as 

before.  Finish sewing 

all the way around, 

backstitch, clip your 

threads, and YOU’RE 

DONE! 

 

 

 

 

 


